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A B S T R A C T

Postural instability is a detrimental and often treatment-refractory symptom of Parkinson's disease. While many
existing studies quantify the biomechanical deficits among various postural domains (static, anticipatory, and
reactive) in this population, less is known regarding the neural network dysfunctions underlying
these phenomena. This review will summarize current studies on the cortical and subcortical neural activities
during postural responses in healthy subjects and those with Parkinson's disease. We will also review the effects of
current therapies, including neuromodulation and feedback-based wearable devices, on postural instability
symptoms. With recent advances in implantable devices that allow chronic, ambulatory neural data collection
from patients with Parkinson's disease, combined with sensors that can quantify biomechanical measurements of
postural responses, future work using these devices will enable better understanding of the neural mechanisms of
postural control. Bridging this knowledge gap will be the critical first step towards developing
novel neuromodulatory interventions to enhance the treatment of postural instability in Parkinson's disease.
Introduction

Postural instability (PI) is a common and disabling motor symptom of
Parkinson's disease (PD), associated with more severe disease progres-
sion and mortality [1–4]. This “cardinal symptom” has been shown to
occur in 20% of people at PD onset, increasing to 90% after 15 years of
disease [3,5]. While many definitions exist, it is generally thought that PI
results from alterations in one's static posture and/or postural reflexes,
creating abnormal difficulty when an individual's balance is challenged
through static and dynamic environmental or task constraints [6–10].
These deficits are thought to be caused by the underlying pathophysi-
ology of PD, which includes dopaminergic and cholinergic neuronal
dysfunction, leading to deficits in cognitive function and sensory inte-
gration, grey matter atrophy and white matter abnormalities, and
decreased connectivity at motor cortical and brainstem motor areas [9,
11–13]. These deficits often are detrimental to one's quality of life,
among other negative sequelae, largely due to increased fall risk and fear
of falling [7,9].

People with PI often have difficulty with task transitions involving
rapid changes in sensory and/or motor demands [10]. PI can also lead to
and co-occur with freezing of gait (FoG) [10,14], which is a sudden, brief,
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and involuntary arrest or reduction of walking [15]. Examples of “trig-
gering” events leading to PI (and/or FoG) can include mobilizing within
confined spaces, turning, starting to walk (“gait initiation”) and
increasing cognitive load while performing tasks (such as talking,
walking under time-constraints, or holding objects) [15,16]. Clinical
tests utilizing these tasks are commonly used by neurologists to evaluate
for the presence and severity of PI in people with PD. Assessments of
postural control in PD include the Mini Balance Evaluation Systems Test
(Mini-BEST) and Part III of the Movement Disorder Society's (MDS)
Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS III) [6,9,17]. Scores on
the MDS-UPDRS are often used to classify PD symptoms into motor
subtypes, including one called “Postural Instability (and) Gait Diffi-
culty-predominant” disease (PIGD) [1,5,18]. While the purpose of clus-
tering motor subtypes was to streamline treatment approaches,
identifying reliable classifications and effective treatments tailored to-
wards PIGD symptoms remain elusive [19].

PI remains difficult to treat, likely due to both its paroxysmal nature
and the complex and interrelated nature of multiple motor and sensory
circuits underlying the various domains of postural control [10,20].
Unfortunately, levodopa often has a negligible or even worsening effect
on PI symptoms [9,21–25]. While various brain regions have been
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implicated in the pathophysiology of PD and likely contribute to symp-
toms of PI, the specific mechanisms underlying abnormal postural con-
trol remain poorly understood.

Combining insights from studies utilizing novel methods in human
neurophysiology and biomechanical data collection, we hope to shed
light on the pathophysiology of PI in PD and identify knowledge gaps
necessary to both improve our understanding of and treat this disabling
symptom. This review will discuss current neural and biomechanical
perspectives of postural control in people with PD exhibiting PI, as well
as the effects of neuromodulation and common feedback-based in-
terventions on these symptoms. We will conclude by proposing future
therapeutic targets for treating PI using individualized, circuit-based
approaches. Greater understanding of the neural circuitry underlying
postural control will lead to improved understanding of how to effec-
tively treat these symptoms in people with PD.

Biomechanical Basis of Postural Instability in Parkinson's Disease

Static postural responses

Previous biomechanical studies in people with PD have provided
robust data quantifying various postural control deficits during motor
tasks and transitions, as well as static (quiet) standing postural responses.
Using force plates and posturography to analyze spontaneous postural
sway during quiet standing, people with PD have been found to display
variations in sway aspects including deviations in antero-posterior and
medio-lateral sway areas compared to healthy subjects [24–28]. Such
postural sway metrics have been associated with disease progression and
UDPRS-MDS scores in PD patients [24–26]. Additional alterations in
static postural alignment often seen in PD, such as truncal rigidity,
stooped posture, and increased coactivation in torso and leg musculature,
can subsequently contribute to dysfunctional postural responses [25,26,
29–32]. It is theorized the adaptation of a stooped posture places one's
center of pressure more anteriorly to increase stability and simplifies the
selection of reactive postural responses [26].

Anticipatory postural responses

Another commonly studied aspect of PI in this population relates to the
anticipatory balance domain, specifically among anticipatory postural
adjustments (APAs). APAs are a set of stereotypical, highly regulated
muscle activations which shift one's center of pressure towards the step-
ping (swing) legwhile stabilizing the body's center ofmass over the stance
leg in preparation for stepping or change of direction [32–34]. Force plate
and inertial measurement unit assessments of APAs during gait initiation
often suggest that people with PD have variable, hypometric APAs with
dysfunctional timing [32,34–36]. Similarly, turns in people with PD are
generally slower, less stable, andmore variable, all ofwhich are thought to
compensate for postural control difficulties [37–39]. Because anticipatory
alterations to one's center of mass and orientation are also required for
successful turning [40], these findings suggest that PI during turning in
this population may be due to APA dysfunction.

Reactive postural responses

Another feature of PI in PD is dysfunctional reactive balance re-
sponses. Many previous studies have characterized reactive balance
deficits in this population through the delivery of multi-directional per-
turbations requiring a balance strategy or protective stepping response to
avoid a fall. These studies have shown that people with PD often generate
slower, inappropriately scaled responses and take more steps when
executing a reactive postural response, resulting in increased fall rates
compared to healthy controls [21,23,32,41,42]; It is thought these re-
sponses are driven by abnormal antagonist leg muscle activity [43], APA
presence [42], and difficulty switching between balance strategies (ankle
vs. hip vs. stepping) depending on the surface and disturbance [8].
2

Neural Circuits Involved With Postural Control

Inferring from mostly animal studies, gross human postural control is
thought to be governed by dopaminergic and non-dopaminergic circuits
spanning cortical and subcortical areas with various sensory inputs.
These inputs include the visual, vestibular, and somatosensory process-
ing systems [6,44–48]. These inputs are chiefly integrated at the cortex
and cerebellum, with postural responses (particularly APAs) initiated via
the premotor cortex (PMC) and supplementary motor areas (SMA) [44,
45]. Following refinement at the basal ganglia and cerebellum, the out-
going response is sent to the primary motor cortex (M1) and to loco-
motive centers at the brainstem, including the pedunculopontine nucleus
(PPN), and downstream pathways such as the corticospinal tract [44,45].
The basal ganglia, particularly relevant to PD, is also thought to serve
important roles in postural control besides motor refinement and
execution, including somatosensory integration, automatic postural re-
sponses, and muscle tone maintenance [49].

While this general schema is thought to be shared among other
fundamental human motor tasks such as gait, additional circuits are
implicated in posture control. One critical element is the maintenance of
appropriate muscle tension and length (“muscle tone”) throughout the
body, largely driven by spinal reflexes using inputs from receptors in the
soft tissues and joints [47,50]. These spinal reflexes also receive input
from supraspinal regions including the motor cortical areas, cerebellum,
reticular formation, and vestibular nuclei, which contribute to the
descending reticulospinal and vestibulospinal tracts in the spinal cord [45,
50]. Prevailing theories suggest that the postural control domains dis-
cussed in this review result from dynamic combinations of reflexes,
multisensory integration and reweighting, and changes in one's internal
schema of body posture, which are driven by different underlying
neuronal populations [20,44,45,47]. It is also hypothesized that various
postural responses are mediated by different neural circuits, which are
automatically selected by factors such as themagnitude and predictability
of a perturbation, latency allowed, and/or one's own capabilities [20,46].

These underlying neuronal circuits are also thought to be diverse and
interrelated, which further complicates the study and treatment of
postural control impairments. In PD, the loss of dopaminergic neurons in
the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc) alters their efferent striatal
neuronal activities and their subsequent downstream targets in the basal
ganglia thalamocortical circuit, which results in the characteristic motor
symptoms [44,45,49]. Additionally, the basal ganglia have additional
downstream GABAergic connections with the thalamus and brainstem,
including the PPN [44,45]. The PPN, in turn, sends cholinergic pro-
jections onto the SNpc, with various cholinergic and non-cholinergic
synapses at the cortex, thalamus, basal ganglia, cerebellum, and spinal
cord locomotive network [44,45,49]. Thus, it is likely that dysfunction
among these overlapping circuits contributes to the various postural
control deficits seen in PD [44,45].

Role of Cortex in Postural Control

Cortical involvement of postural control has been predominantly
studied using non-invasive electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings and
motor tasks eliciting postural responses. Cortical power across multiple
frequency bands: delta (1–3 Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), alpha (8–13 Hz), beta
(13–30 Hz), and gamma (30–50 Hz), have all displayed modulation
during bipedal postural responses. We will focus on more recent works
that continue to validate and expand on previous theories regarding the
cortex's role in postural control.

Static and anticipatory postural responses

EEG has been used to characterize cortical activity associated with
static standing as well as self-initiated postural sway movements to probe
one's limits of stability. During a static standing balance task, older adults
were found to have greater low frequency power (e.g. delta) in the frontal
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cortical regions, whereas younger adults had higher power in frontal and
occipital areas for beta and gamma frequencies; these differences were
thought to be caused by additional attention-related reserves utilized by
the elderly subjects to maintain their balance [51]. Similar results were
also found during a progressively more challenging static balancing task,
with frontal and central theta power increasing alongside task difficulty in
healthy adolescents [52].

EEG recordings from a postural sway task in young, healthy subjects
were also found to display large, movement-related cortical potentials
(MRCPs) over the SMA area and sensorimotor cortex during initiation of
anticipatory postural responses, with gamma bursts at fronto-central areas
coinciding with onset of postural instability [53]. Additional data from
anticipatory postural responses also found decreases in alpha and beta
power at central cortical locations immediately prior to the movement in
healthy adults, with significant interactions between power modulation
and postural sway direction which were especially pronounced for the
medio-lateral direction [54]. Therefore, the cortex appears to display
regional frequency-specific changes in APA.

Reactive postural responses

EEG studies have also identified the presence of a perturbation-
evoked potential, labeled “N1,” over the fronto-centro-parietal regions
during reactive postural responses in healthy subjects [55–60]. This
evoked potential results in increased power and synchronization among
delta, theta, alpha, and beta frequencies [55,59,60], is affected by
perturbation parameters [56,60], and may represent the selection or
integration of postural reactions [56,59].

More specifically, different brain regions seem to display task-related
frequency changes during reactive postural control challenges. At the
fronto-central cortical regions, increased delta and theta power have been
associatedwith themaintenance of standing balance during progressively
more difficult tasks and reactive stepping responses following perturba-
tion, suggesting their roles in situations requiring higher attention and
cognitive demands when conditions become unstable [57,61–66].

In these same regions, increased alpha power was found to be asso-
ciated with perturbation onset [57,62] and altered by one's attentional
focus under conflicting visual input [67], while trends in alpha modu-
lation appear sub-band dependent and largely decrease during progres-
sively more difficult reactive balance tests [64,66,68]. These findings
support hypotheses that alpha power reflects perhaps complementary,
higher-level sensory processing and/or inhibitory mechanisms to control
the degrees of freedom available for reactive balance responses [64,66].

The central areas (motor and somatosensory cortices) also showed
evidence of significant beta modulation with reactive balance tasks, as
greater beta suppression was displayed during stepping responses in the
contralateral hemisphere to the support leg [57]. Additionally, central
beta band event-related desynchronizations, followed immediately by
event-related beta synchronizations, have been associated with prepa-
ration and execution, respectively, of the balance responses for postural
recovery [58]. Interestingly, another study found increased beta power at
this location may be associated with more challenging perturbations and
lower balance ability, suggesting a greater utilization of one's motor skills
or sensorimotor engagement [69].

EEG data examining these responses at parietal and occipital locations
have suggested modulation across theta and alpha frequency bands to be
largely similar to that at the central cortical areas [57,63,68]. However,
these regions especially exhibited gamma power modulation, which was
associated with transition to unstable postures and dual-task balancing;
these differences are thought to mediate visual-related processing and
sustained attention during cognitive and motor tasks [63,65,68].

Postural control and dysfunction in PD

While these studies have mostly examined EEG activity in healthy
subjects, some works have also characterized cortical neural activity in
3

people with PD during standing balance tasks designed to challenge
various aspects of postural control. Cortical data recorded during static
balancing on foam, theorized to decrease one's ability to use proprio-
ceptive and vestibular input for maintaining balance [70], showed much
lower theta power among mid-frontal and mid-cerebellar locations in
people with PD exhibiting PI (PD-PIþ), compared to PD patients without
PI (PD-PI-) and healthy controls [71]. Additionally, people with PD were
found to have increased postural sway and widespread cortical power
differences among alpha and beta bands during a static, semi-tandem
balance task (decreasing the base of support to increase task difficulty)
while “ON” levodopa medication compared to “OFF” periods [72].

In another study comparing EEG changes during anticipatory postural
responses between healthy young adults and people with PD, movement-
related potentials (MRPs) at the central cortical area differed between the
two groups for early slope and peak amplitude metrics; furthermore,
early slope of the MRP was found to be inversely related to stride length
in the PD-PI- sub-group [73]. Thus, it was suggested stride length during
gait initiation may be coded early in MRPs, with this phase disrupted in
PD-PIþ individuals [73].

Another study characterizing EEG activity during gait over planned
and unplanned obstacles (requiring both anticipatory and reactive postural
responses, respectively), found that people with PD “ON” medication
exhibited altered theta and beta cortical modulation compared to age-
matched control subjects during multiple phases of the task [74]. Dur-
ing the pre-stepping phase, theta power was observed to be attenuated in
people with PD for steps over unplanned obstacles (“reactive” responses);
this contrasted with beta power, which remained higher-than-expected
in people with PD under both types of obstacles [74]. Within the
post-stepping phase, the authors also observed a lower-than-expected
theta and beta “rebound” in people with PD during both obstacle types
[74]. These findings suggest that people with PD may experience
dysfunctional cortical modulation, which likely mediates impairments in
cognitive-motor control and resulting anticipatory and reactive postural
response deficits [74].

Also examining reactive postural responses, a study found that people
with PD were shown to display similar architecture of the elicited N1 po-
tential while “OFF”medication during unexpected perturbations compared
to healthy older adults, however its correlations with various balance
metrics and individuals' abilities differed [75]. In PD, earlier and narrower
N1 peakwidths correlatedwithmore severe PIGD scores and lower balance
abilities and confidence [75]. While these findings suggest a potential link
between cortical activity and falls in PD, more investigation is warranted to
characterize the presumably overlapping domains of cognitive function and
balance ability, as well as the effects of dopaminemedication and patients’
perceptions of falling and balance ability during such tasks [75].

In summary, PD patients with PI show altered modulation among the
theta, alpha, and beta frequency ranges compared to healthy subjects
during static, anticipatory, and reactive postural tasks. This highlights the
importance of widespread cortical network activity in regulating postural
control.

Neuroimaging Examination of Postural Control

To study neural regions not accessible by EEG, functional neuro-
imaging has revealed global brain areas' involvement in postural control.
A recent systematic review and meta-analysis of various neuroimaging
modalities including whole-brain positron emission tomography (PET)
and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in human postural
control emphasized the cerebellum's role in static balance and postural
sway tasks (often using motor imagery), along with activation in
subcortical regions including the thalamus, brainstem, midbrain, and
basal ganglia [76]. During reactive postural control tasks (using simula-
tions), the thalamus, cerebellum, SMA, temporal, and occipital lobes
were consistently activated [76]. These results support the working
model of postural control consisting of cortical and subcortical circuits
involving the sensorimotor cortex, cerebellum, and basal ganglia [46].
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A recent resting state functional connectivity study using fMRI in
people with PD and older adults also validated the existence of unique
circuits underlying the various domains of postural control. Deficits in
single-task anticipatory postural control were associated with increased
activation of prefrontal and parietal cortical regions in people with PD
when compared to older adults, resembling more of a dual-tasking state;
this work also found functional connectivity between frontoparietal and
ventral-attention circuits to predict APAs in people with PD [77]. Simi-
larly, connectivity between subcortical-cerebellar and visual and audi-
tory networks predicted reactive postural responses in people with PD,
while additional circuits correlated with clinical PIGD scores [77]. These
results were summarized by the authors, suggesting that central motor
planning areas are implicated in APAs, with cerebellar and sensory
processing areas involved in reactive responses, and attention-related
networks prominent in static postural maintenance [77].

In people with PD classified into the PIGD subtype (PD-PIGD),
fMRI during active ankle movements combined with backwards
counting displayed increased cognition-related cerebellar and reduced
motor-related cerebellar and putamen activation compared to healthy
controls, suggesting a possible compensatory mechanism for PD
pathophysiology [78]. PD-PIGD individuals also exhibited increased
frontal and SMA activity during this task, with reduced activity in the
caudate and sensorimotor integration areas compared to healthy
controls [79].

These populations have also demonstrated differences in glucose
metabolism using PET imaging, with PD-PIGD individuals exhibiting
hypometabolism at fronto-parietal and striatal areas which correlated
with PIGD symptom severity [80]. PET imaging differences at the left
caudate nucleus and nucleus accumbens were also shown to correlate
with various UPDRS PIGD items, using normalized radiolabeled tracer
values identifying dysfunctional nigrostriatal dopamine projections in
people with PD [81]. Another PET imaging study in people with PD also
found uptake ratios of vesicular monoamine transporter (facilitating
dopamine utilization) to be significantly lower in PD-PIþ individuals at
the caudate nucleus and putamen when compared to those without PIGD
symptoms [82]. Other PET imaging studies have characterized various
pre- and post-deep brain stimulation (DBS) physiological changes in
people with PD. Particularly relevant, one study found post-subthalamic
nucleus DBS (STN-DBS) increases in metabolism at the dorsal midbrain
and pons, including PPN, and right motor cerebellum in people who
developed PIGD symptoms following DBS surgery [83]. Taken alto-
gether, these PET imaging findings continue to validate the critical roles
of the basal ganglia, PPN, cerebellum, thalamus, and cortex in postural
control.

While neuroimaging is helpful in identifying multiple brain regions
likely grossly implicated in postural control mechanisms, the tasks are
often simplistic and don't offer multifaceted balance challenges, sug-
gesting uncertain transferability to upright, bipedal situations across
varying postural control domains [84]. Additionally, common functional
imaging approaches may have limited spatial-temporal resolution, sug-
gesting additional methodology may need to be used for deciphering
these complex circuits [85].

Invasive Neurophysiological Studies Examining Postural Control

Invasive neurophysiological studies in PD have largely relied on local
field potentials (LFPs) recorded from implanted DBS electrodes in patient
who underwent surgery for treatment of their Parkinson's symptoms.
While these studies have greatly expanded our understanding of human
basal ganglia neurophysiology in different medication and movement
states in PD, very little is known about oscillatory changes that occur in
the basal ganglia during postural control. However, since PI is a promi-
nent feature in PD patients with FoG, we will focus on reviewing existing
studies that have characterized basal ganglia LFP activity associated with
FoG in this population.
4

STN oscillations in freezing of gait

The STN is a primary region in which neurophysiological data during
FoG episodes have been examined. Relating to lower frequencies, theta
and low beta modulation may serve as spectral correlates with FoG, as
increased STN LFP theta and low beta power were observed during pe-
riods of “vulnerable” gait” [86]. Theta was also implicated in compari-
sons between “effective” gait and FoG periods, with STN LFPs and
cortical EEG recordings exhibiting low frequency (4–13 Hz) synchroni-
zation during “effective” walking and FoG associated with
cortical-subthalamic decoupling in the hemisphere with less striatal
dopaminergic innervation [87]. These findings have led to the idea that
theta cortical-subthalamic decoupling may be associated with a transi-
tion to FoG in this population [88].

For alpha and beta frequencies, STN LFPs recorded during forward
gait, stepping in place, and a turns and barriers course displayed changes
in power and entropy between people with PDwho experienced FoG (PD-
FoGþ) and those who did not (PD-FoG-), as well as task-specific modu-
lation in these sub-populations [89]. The increased entropy in PD-FoGþ
was thought to perhaps serve as a compensatory mechanism for
improving FoG in this population [89]. Severe akinesia in FoG was also
shown by another study to be correlated with increased STN low beta
power when comparing PD-FoGþ to PD-FoG-individuals during tread-
mill walking [90]; more specifically, an 18 Hz frequency band has gained
attention for its potential link to FoG in this population [86]. Another
neurophysiological signature of FoG is sustained beta burst duration, as
this feature differentiated between PD-FoGþ and PD-FoG-individuals
during forward walking and a stepping in place task [91]. The authors
found that attenuation of these pathologic bursts using STN-DBS therapy
was linked to gait improvements [91].

Pedunculopontine nucleus (PPN) oscillations in freezing of gait

Abnormal neural activities of brainstem locomotor region (PPN) have
also been implicated in FoG. A recent study reported PPN and cortical
alpha and beta band power modulation is associated with contralateral
gait cycle events during stepping and free walking [92]. Additionally,
utilizing a stepping task, another study found levodopa-related PPN
oscillatory changes in PD-FoGþ patients; it was observed that alpha
power increased, and beta and gamma power decreased while “ON”
medication, which was not observed during quiet standing and sitting
[93]. The authors suggested that perhaps FoG in PD could be due to an
imbalance between low and high frequency oscillations at the PPN which
were alleviated via levodopa [93].

Effects of Neuromodulation on Postural Control in People with PD

While little work has examined the subcortical involvement in
various domains of postural control, the effects of stimulating these areas
can offer additional insights into their roles in maintaining postural
stability. DBS of the basal ganglia (STN-DBS or GPi-DBS) or brainstem
locomotive region (PPN-DBS) are themost common therapies. While DBS
technology has been used for over twenty years to treat most of the
“cardinal” motor symptoms of PD, controversy remains whether it im-
proves (or worsens) symptoms of PI, especially long-term, and which
region and setting configuration offers the most effective therapeutic
benefit [94,95]. Previous research has consistently shown, however, that
medication-responsive PI symptoms will likely have the greatest
improvement with DBS therapy regardless of target [96,97].

Subthalamic nucleus DBS (STN-DBS) on postural control

There is greater data (especially in the short-term) examining STN-
DBS's effects on PIGD symptoms and postural control in people with PD
compared to other DBS targets. Specific to static postural control, studies
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have generally suggested that STN-DBS improves most postural sway
metrics [24,25,95,98,99]. For anticipatory postural control, a review
found STN-DBS has a generally positive effect on APAs through ampli-
tude, propulsion, and alignment improvements [96], with its effects
varying with displacement direction, hemisphere stimulated, and fre-
quency of stimulation [95]. However, another study suggested medica-
tion and STN-DBS together worsened APAs and their responsiveness to
levodopa during gait initiation upon 6-month follow-up [100]. Similar
work also found STN-DBS andmedication together had limited benefit on
APA metrics compared to medication alone, with both treatment groups
continuing to displaying abnormal lower-extremity muscle activation
and co-contraction compared to healthy subjects [101].

Related to the reactive postural domain, STN-DBS and medication
together have been found to both impair [102], and partially improve,
the speed of postural reflexes and co-contraction ratios compared to
healthy subjects [101]. Another study found initial improvement with
STN-DBS in compensatory stepping abilities, however this benefit was
lost and reversed after six months when compared to subjects' “ON”
medication function prior to surgery [103]. The combined effects of
STN-DBS (at least 1-year post-implant) and levodopa during reactive
balance responses were also found to have a beneficial effect on PI and
fall risk, however no treatment combination achieved superior benefit in
postural control compared to both “OFF” medication and stimulation
conditions [22]. Conversely, other studies found STN-DBS with or
without medication to improve PIGD subscores [104], postural brady-
kinesia and abnormal sensory aspects of PI following 6–12 months of
therapy [105], as well as the ability to improve one's postural strategies
[106], despite them remaining at least partially ineffective compared to
healthy controls [105,106].

Longitudinally in PD patients with PI symptoms (PD-PIGD), STN-
DBS's effects on PI symptoms has been mixed, likely complicated by
individualized disease progression [107,108]. Many studies have re-
ported a loss of therapeutic resolution on axial symptoms, including PI,
within one year [109] to ten years after implantation of STN-DBS [107,
108]. Despite this, others have reported continued benefit during that
timeframe [104]. Interestingly, STN-DBS in the PD-PIGD population was
shown to become less effective in treating “ON”medication PI symptoms
over time, while still improving “OFF” medication symptoms [104].
Factors such as disease progression, outcomes selected, medication and
DBS testing states, and/or pre-surgery PI symptom levodopa respon-
siveness are all probable sources of variability which could have
contributed to the mixed results seen in STN-DBS's effects on PI
symptoms.

It is thought that low-frequency (60–80 Hz) stimulation is most
effective for targeting axial PD symptoms such as PI [110], which is much
lower than settings often used to treat other “cardinal symptoms” of PD
such as tremor and bradykinesia. Thus, commonly used, and continuous
high-frequency settings may not be as effective in treating patients also
demonstrating PI. Despite the lack of consensus regarding the long-term
effects of STN-DBS in treating PI, findings showing that targeting this
region affects postural responses in this population provides confirma-
tion of its role in human postural control.

Globus pallidus internus DBS (GPi-DBS)

The GPi is also a common DBS target to resolve motor symptoms in
PIGD-PD individuals. While longitudinal outcomes of PI symptom reso-
lution using GPi-DBS are relatively limited, GPi-DBSwithmedication was
shown to be superior to STN-DBS with medication on PIGD outcomes at
six months and two years post-surgery [103,111]. Other long-term re-
sults using GPi-DBS have suggested that continued therapeutic benefit
may be limited to tremor and dyskinesia symptoms only [107,112].

GPi-DBS has also been found to have some benefit on static and dy-
namic postural control while counteracting the negative effects levodopa
may have [95,113]. In the reactive postural domain, GPi-DBS was found
to be superior to STN-DBS in improving compensatory stepping and falls,
5

however GPi-DBS and medication combined were no better than the
medication-only state prior to surgery [102]. A recent study also sug-
gested GPi-DBS can improve multiple PD-related postural deformities
[114] which may influence postural responses as well.

These findings collectively have led to the suggestion that GPi-DBS
may offer greater benefit in people with PI also looking for effective
“cardinal symptom” resolution for issues such as tremor, bradykinesia,
and rigidity [97]. Due to the lack of longitudinal outcomes and limited
research exploring the effects of GPi-DBS on various domains of postural
control, much work needs to be done in these areas before strong rec-
ommendations can be made to guide providers and patients. Like
STN-DBS, the effects of GPi-DBS on postural control continues to impli-
cate this region in the current schema of the neural circuits underlying
this phenomenon.

Pedunculopontine nucleus DBS (PPN-DBS)

The PPN, as previously mentioned, is a brainstem locomotive center
with cholinergic and non-cholinergic connections to the cortex, thal-
amus, basal ganglia, cerebellum, and spinal cord [44,45,115]. As a result
of animal studies implicating this region in automatic gait, it was once
viewed as a promising DBS target for people with PD-PIGD [115]. There
has since been much debate regarding the ideal location and reproduc-
ibility of lead placement within this target, as well as concerns regarding
the long-term effects of PPN-DBS in symptom resolution [115]. Previous
studies with limited longitudinal follow-up have provided evidence that
PPN-DBS may improve PIGD symptoms, as well as FoG and falling,
depending on the length of follow up and outcome measures utilized
[115–119]. Mid-caudal PPN stimulation was found to improve FoG
symptoms in this population, perhaps through alpha power modulation
[120]. APAs were also shown to improve with PPN-DBS [119]. More
research is still warranted investigating whether this DBS target is an
effective, consistent, and long-lasting option for the treatment of PI
symptoms [118,119].

Considerations of DBS treatment on PI

To summarize the effects of conventional DBS on individuals with PI,
it is important to consider the variability inherently present in this
complex and dynamic phenomenon and patient population. There is
much heterogeneity in the PIGD criteria and classification itself, as well
as patient-specific factors relating to disease progression and respon-
siveness of PI symptoms to medication. Given this variability, it may be
unlikely that a single set of stimulation parameters or sole therapeutic
target will be sufficient in effectively addressing the spectrum of rapidly
fluctuating symptoms experienced by people with PD [11,97]. Existing
research does not offer providers clear prognostic data and/or selection
criteria to inform decision-making regarding DBS therapy and target
selection versus other interventions to address PI instead [11].

Additional Neuromodulatory Interventions on Postural
Instability

The effects of other neuromodulation interventions on PI have been
investigated in people with PD, including noninvasive methods such as
transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), galvanic vestibular stim-
ulation (GVS), transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and trans-
cutaneous vagal nerve stimulation (tVNS), as well as invasive techniques
such as spinal cord stimulation.

A growing body of research has found that non-invasive tDCS applied
at the cortex can influence PI and FoG symptoms. A meta-analysis found
significant improvements using tDCS and/or TMS in people with PD on
FoG and UPDRS III scores, with M1 stimulation doubly effective
compared to that of the frontal cortex [121]. Another study found im-
provements using tDCS over M1 in subjects' recovery time and calf
muscle activation during reactive responses, which were inversely related
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to subjects' baseline levels of postural control [122]. Contrasting with
these results, a crossover study found tDCS applied over M1 did not
significantly improve static postural control during a tandem balance task
in people with PD compared to sham; however, this study did not gather
baseline data of subjects’ postural control abilities [123].

GVS is another type of non-invasive stimulation investigated for
treating PI thought to modulate the vestibular afferents, which are
functionally connected to the cerebellum, and basal ganglia [124]. A
previous study found at least partial improvements on subjects' reactive
postural control using GVS applied to the trunk or neck [124]; it also had
similar mixed success in treating static postural deficits compared to sham
[124]. An additional study used GVS applied to the mastoid process and
C7 vertebrae, with small improvements seen in PD subjects’
antero-posterior sway while static balancing on foam with their eyes
closed; this result was only seen with low intensity stimulation, however
[126]. These results and others were combined in a recent meta-analysis,
which suggested that GVS likely has an overall positive effect on PI in this
population, but the existing data is relatively inconclusive [127]. While
both tDCS and GVS remain promising options for treating PI in people
with PD, much additional work is needed to optimize stimulation pro-
tocols, including the number of treatment sessions, intensity and location
of stimulation, and selection of appropriate subjects [125,127].

Like tDCS, repetitive TMS (rTMS) consists of non-invasive stimulation
applied to the cortex but uses a magnetic coil instead. A previous study
investigating its use for PIGD symptoms applied TMS to the leg regions of
the bilateral primary motor cortices in people with PD, and found it
improved UPDRS III scores and PIGD subscores [128], however the
long-term benefits of this therapy are less certain [129]. It is thought that
TMS can modulate cortical excitability while also affecting basal ganglia
activity [128]. More research is warranted exploring various postural
domains, patient presentations, and longitudinal follow-up before rec-
ommendations can be made regarding this modality's effectiveness in
treating symptoms of PI.

Other non-invasive interventions trialed include stimulation of
various peripheral nerves which carry sensory, motor, and autonomic
information involved in postural control and have connections with
various regions in the cortico-basal ganglia-cerebellar circuit. One such
study used sub-threshold transcutaneous electrical stimulation (TENS)
applied to the intrinsic auricular muscle zones in people with PD; mod-
ulation here is thought to influence activity of the C2 spinal nerve, and
the trigeminal, facial, and vagus nerves [130]. The authors found clini-
cally significant improvements in UPDRS III scores post-treatment
compared to sham stimulation and placebo [130]. Subsequent research
has focused on this region primarily for transcutaneous vagal nerve
stimulation (tVNS), thought to affect activity in the nucleus tractus sol-
itarus and locus coeruleus, which relay afferent sensory information via
connections to the thalamus, orbitofrontal cortex, and medulla [131,
132]. Multiple recent studies found tVNS improved various gait param-
eters in people with PD, including those with FoG, however, had mixed
success in improving UPDRS III scores [133–137]. While these results
suggest its promise in treating gait impairments in PD, tVNS’ effects on
PIGD symptoms remain relatively unknown.

More invasively, epidural spinal cord stimulation (SCS) has also
shown promise in improving UPDRS-MDS scores, primarily for gait, in
people with PD [138–141]. Despite this finding, there are limited studies
analyzing this intervention on PI symptoms in the long-term, especially
given the significant heterogeneity among studies in settings and implant
locations [138–140]. A recent study did find, however, that thoracic SCS
improved FoG symptoms and UPDRS III scores in people with PD,
showing reversibility upon 28-day follow-up [142]. It is important to
mention that most previous studies exploring SCS in PD have focused on
pain alleviation [138–141], rendering PI much less-explored. The
mechanisms underlying SCS's effects remain unclear, however it is
theorized to perhaps interrupt pathological beta oscillatory activity
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which has been linked to motor symptoms in PD [138].
Very recently, a novel, investigational closed loop neuroprosthesis

was recently developed and implanted into an individual with severe and
refractory PD symptoms, including gait and balance deficits [143]. The
device successfully delivered stimulation to the patient's lumbosacral
spinal dorsal roots and acted synergistically with STN-DBS to improve
FoG and balance [143]. While the sample size receiving this treatment is
limited, it suggests that further exploration of non-DBS neuromodulation
therapies is warranted in improving PI symptoms in this population.

Future Directions for Effective Treatment of Postural Instability

Studying postural control using chronic ambulatory neural data

The first step to improve therapy to treat PI is to gain a better un-
derstanding the neurophysiology of postural control in humans. Utilizing
novel methodologies combining biomechanical quantification of
postural responses with ambulatory, chronic neural recordings devices
(such as with the investigative Medtronic devices Activa® PC þ S or
Summit RC þ S®, or the FDA-approved Percept® PC device) in in-
dividuals experiencing PI, we can embark on studies that would greatly
expand our knowledge of neural dynamics of effective and dysfunctional
postural control. Ongoing work in our lab utilizes such devices syn-
chronized with external sensors to explore the neural correlates of
postural control, such as static postural maintenance and anticipatory
postural adjustments during various motor tasks and transitions. Such
information would inform circuit-based dynamics that regulate postural
control and identify potential biomarkers of postural instability and
targets for neuromodulation therapy.

Specifically, one such project examines globus pallidus LFP andmotor
cortical electrocorticogram (ECoG) data in people with PD during epochs
of a gait initiation task challenging various domains of postural control.
Potential correlations were examined between each epoch's average
power and coherence with amplitude and timing APA metrics reflecting
postural control quality. Preliminary (unpublished) data suggests that
patient-specific patterns of neural modulation exist at multiple task
epochs, brain regions, and frequency bands, which are correlated with
various APA balance deficits in PD-PIþ patients [144]. We hope to
identify neural signatures of PI as a first step to develop closed-loop
neuromodulation to treat PI.
Adaptive DBS and neurofeedback technologies

Another application utilizing these bidirectional devices is the
development of adaptive DBS therapy. Consisting of a closed loop system
where the implanted neural device can both “sense” and stimulate
subcortical areas when appropriate based on a neurophysiological
symptom biomarker [145,146], the identification of biomarkers associ-
ated with PI across various postural domains is a necessary next step in
developing effective therapies for this symptom. Emerging work related
to gait improvements has demonstrated the technical feasibility and
motor benefits which could be provided using adaptive DBS technologies
in this population [145].

A related novel technology which has been recently explored involves
delivering neurofeedback via implanted STN-DBS electrodes to people
with PD performing a motor task [147]. Following a short training ses-
sion to teach subjects how to control their excess beta-oscillatory activity
using visual neurofeedback, patients were able to improve their motor
performance and maintain beta power reductions even after removal of
the neurofeedback [147]. While these effects were only examined in the
short-term, the authors speculated that these effects could be improved
with longer neurofeedback training, which may be possible with
continued DBS technological advancements.
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Feedback-based and physical therapy interventions

While these neuromodulation technologies offer great promise in
treating symptoms of PI, other likely effective and less-invasive in-
terventions should also be considered [11]. Many emerging therapies
have focused on the delivery of haptic feedback to a patient via a
wearable device or surface. Previous work delivering vibration at the feet
(theorized to increase proprioception at the soles) benefitted multiple
APA metrics in people with PD [148]. Similar studies testing the effects
on PI using textured insoles (providing greater sensory feedback) showed
improvements in postural sway [149] and turning in people with PD
[150]. Another study utilized a novel vibro-feedback device worn on the
upper back during static balancing and dynamic gait; while benefit was
found during sitting and standing postural alignment in people with PD,
these results were not maintained during walking [151]. Due to the po-
tential benefits of using such wearable technologies to improve PI, it is
expected that continued work will further improve and characterize their
effectiveness.

Physical therapy (PT) is also often used solely or in conjunction with
the neuromodulatory interventions discussed in this review for PD-PI þ
individuals. A recent clinical practice guideline (CPG) released by the
American Physical Therapy Association to summarize the quality and
strength of existing research to guide PTs in treating PD strongly recom-
mended the use of balance training to improve various domains of postural
control in this population, including static posture (postural sway), as well
as anticipatory and reactive responses [152]. While intervention modalities
included by the recommendation were quite varied, core-training, aquatic
therapy, and the use of novel rehabilitation technologies (sensors, exer-
gaming) were all associated with increased benefit with PT in treating PI
[152]. Given this review's discussion of neuromodulation in treating PI and
its commonality in clinical practice, it is important to note the lack of
research examining combined PT and neuromodulatory interventions
[152]. Continued research characterizing and classifying the neural and
biomechanical deficits present among various domains of postural control
in this population will similarly improve the selection of and effectiveness
of PT interventions as well.

PI remains a treatment challenge for PD patients. With the novel tools
at our disposal to investigate the neurophysiology of postural control, we
can begin to unravel the brain network dynamics that will ultimately lead
to effective therapies to restore postural stability to our patients.
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